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The Reverend Dr. Tony A. Metze  
TVP- South Carolina  

International Brotherhood of Magicians 
123 Holly Ridge Lane 
West Columbia, SC 

29169 
Re: Steve Daly Multi Pack Lectures 
  
Dear Steve, 
  
Thank you for an incredible lecture.  
All of us enjoyed your personal touch, excellent material, and warm personality. We came 
away learning far more than we expected. The free lecture notes were a bonus that most of 
us will not just read but use. I am particularly amazed that I had never seen the effect, 
"Will the Cards Match." After being involved in magic since age 10, that makes 39 years for 
me, I did not imagine I could learn such a simple yet powerful effect.  
  
I highly recommend your lectures for any club and know they will find your work very 
enjoyable. I look forward to your return to our city and hope you will contact us for 
another evening of magic.  
  
Magically Yours,  
Tony Metze  
 
************************************ 
I.B.M. Fantasma Ring 257 
3743 Funston Way 
Las Vegas, NV 89129 
Club President: John McCleland 
 
Dear "Tiny": 
I.B.M. Fantasma Ring 257 was honored to have you present your three lectures  ~ “Daycare 
Dollars”, “Welcome to Las Vegas, NOW GO HOME!”, and “No Skill Required” on July 20, 
2011.    
The forty-one who attended enjoyed your humor and relaxed style of performing.  Your 
explainations covering the profitable art of doing magic for 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 year olds including 
your personal methods of keeping the children entertained and interested, all the while having 
complete control of the young audiences during your one hour shows was worth the price of the 
lecture  all by itself - but you gave us MORE!!!.   



 
The “Welcome to Las Vegas, NOW GO HOME!” lecture was an eye-opener to many (even 
though we LIVE here) teaching us tried and true ways to approach the challenging Las Vegas 
market.  This is not a market that just any magician can tackle and be successful at.   If a 
magician wants to open his/her own show on the world famous Las Vegas Strip – THIS is a 
lecture they will want to see!   
 
In “No Skill Required”, you shared easy to master tricks anyone could do, taught to you over the 
years by the pros.  One of those pros was in attendance and commented you  perform the piece 
better than he does! This lecture proved to be very popular with all of our members including our 
youngest 7 year old!  The FREE lecture notes and FREE magic tricks you gave out was an added 
bonus and pleasant surprise.  It was nice to experience a lecture that did not seem like a 90 min 
sales pitch.  We could tell you actually CARE about what you are talking about and WANT us to 
come away with this knowledge. 
 
Even though many who attended this lecture were magicians themselves, they were impressed 
with the effects and materials.   
 
My favorite story you shared with us was when you related your humorous experiences at The 
Magic Circle in London England where you, to the amazement of the owner of a deck of cards, 
tore one of the cards up and restored it only to find out that Bicycle Brand Playing Cards in 
ENGLAND sell for $18.00 a deck!  The shocked owner of that deck was relieved to discover the 
card was truly restored, and you were “crowned” a Card Master.  GREAT story and GREAT 
trick!  THANK YOU! 
 
To anyone interested in booking Steve's incredible Multi-lectures, I would highly recommend 
you take advantage of this man's wealth of knowledge if he is in your area.  Steve's more than 
40-years of experience covers a wide range of performances ranging from personal appearances 
for Jerry Lewis & Britney Spears, Amusement Park Productions, Comedy Clubs, The Magic 
Circle, many Las Vegas Showrooms, and television appearances on all the major networks and 
cable TV.  Fantasma Ring 257 is honored to have him as a friend and teacher. 
 
John McCleland 
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